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CPO Reform: Striking a balance?
Hannah Quarterman sheds light on the complexities of compulsory purchase.
The world of compulsory purchase has long been a
confusing and unbalanced one, with compensation
in particular likened to a dark art. So much so, that
successive governments have seemed reluctant to really
grapple with the topic, tinkering around the edges
instead of making meaningful changes to improve this
complex system.
Now though, the government has used the seemingly
continual raft of planning legislation to begin tackling
some of the issues. One of the aims seems to have been
to address the imbalance between those working within
the regime and those finding themselves victims of it.
The proposed reforms are still piecemeal and whilst
clearly they are an attempt to improve the system, they
still leave much work to be done.

So where are we?
The core basis of the regime hasn’t changed: CPOs
empower certain public bodies to compulsorily
acquire land (and rights) for a specified purpose in the
public interest. Now though, there are new rights and
obligations for authorities exercising their powers, and
“clarification” on some concepts key when determining
the compensation due to someone whose interest has
been acquired.
The first set of changes was introduced within the
Housing and Planning Act 2016 (although not all are
yet in force). Key changes include, amongst others:
–– Time periods before an Acquiring Authority (“AA”)
can take possession of land have been increased and
landowners can require possession to be taken on
a specified day, once certain steps are taken. These
provisions should mean landowners have more
certainty about relocation timetables;
–– Clearer time targets have been introduced, providing
more certainty about the timetable AAs and the
Secretary of State should follow. However these
targets are just that. Save for reporting requirements
there are no sanctions for failure to meet those
targets, making the provisions toothless;

–– The period for implementing an Order if that Order
is challenged can now be extended by up to a year
if it takes that long to determine the challenge.
Again, these provisions fall short of what is needed.
Unfortunately it is still not unusual for a High Court
challenge to remain undetermined after a year and
if the government considered that the uncertainty
caused by such challenges was risking otherwise
valuable projects proceeding, it is curious that
they chose not to fully reflect this in the new law by
extending the implementation period for the full
amount of time it takes to determine a challenge in
each case; and
–– AAs have new powers to enter land for the purposes
of surveys. This means that even before land is
included in a confirmed order an Authority can gain
access to survey it. Resisting that access without
reasonable excuse is a criminal offence.
Whilst most of these changes can be seen as a positive,
albeit small, step in the right direction there are still
some notable failings.

What’s still to come?
Further measures are included in the Neighbourhood
Planning Bill, currently making its way through
Parliament. The changes currently included in this
legislation are potentially more far reaching.

“No scheme world”
The legislation is being used to codify the “no scheme
world” – the hypothetical background against
which compensation claims are assessed. The
principle required increases in value arising due to
the CPO scheme to be discounted when calculating
compensation. At face value any simplification of this
is a positive step as the intricate web of legislation and
case law which has previously set out the rules has
made it one of the most contentious elements of the
CPO process. However, the changes proposed to date
leave relatively broad concepts, making it likely that
some, if not much, of the existing case law will continue
to be relied upon and will no doubt give rise to a whole
new batch.
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Further, the uncertainty surrounding the “no scheme
world” is now compounded by what could in some
cases be significant inequality. Discounting only value
increases caused by the CPO scheme caused AAs to
complain that the compensation they were paying
reflected increases in value which arose as a result of
separate, albeit linked, infrastructure improvements
that they had paid for – effectively making them pay
twice. The current proposal is that AAs will now be able
to specify that certain transport infrastructure projects
are part of the “scheme”, and therefore any associated
increases in land value must be ignored when
calculating compensation. This leads to the artificial
situation where, for example, if a new road has been
built, anyone selling land in the area will benefit from
associated increase in land prices, but those whose land
is acquired compulsorily will not. The true inequity will
depend on just how AAs apply this in practice. So far
there is little guidance on the limits of this.

Temporary possession
Another potentially crucial change will be the
introduction of the power to take temporary
possession of land. Previously land acquired pursuant
to a “standard” CPO (as opposed to a Development
Consent Order or hybrid Bill, for example) could only
be acquired on a permanent basis. As a result, if land
was only required for a construction compound, for
example, it needed to be acquired in the same way
as land forming part of the development unless the
parties could reach agreement. This new power could
potentially mean that many landowners will be able to
have some, if not all, of their interest returned to them,
enabling them to enjoy the uplift in values usually
resulting from a CPO led scheme.
How useful these powers are, and how often they are
used, will remain to be seen. In other regimes where
AAs have similar powers, they prefer to take the land
permanently. This gives them the ability to sell it at the
new market value, meaning that they, not the disposed
owner, capture any uplift in value. Guidance in the form
of further regulation is awaited to see whether an AA
will now be bound to only take temporary possession
of land where that is all that is necessary. We suspect
that this will not be the case, especially where an AA

can show even a hint of a risk that it may need the land
more permanently.
Other important proposals include:
–– Ensuring tenants with break clauses receive
appropriate compensation by reviewing the
“Bishopsgate” principle, which required the Tribunal
to assume their leases would be terminated as soon
as possible;
–– Awarding a greater proportion of loss payments to
occupiers, not landowners; and
–– Increasing the interest payable on late advanced
payments to the penal rate of 8% above base rate.

A whole new (no scheme) world?
So where does that leave us?
It is refreshing to see the government finally willing to
grapple with some of the more significant issues facing
the CPO regime, and to go beyond casual tinkering.
However, the recent changes and current proposals
still fall short of the comprehensive review that many
would argue is needed. Instead much of the plethora
of existing case law is likely to mean that the process
remains complicated and drawn out for both AAs and
those faced with compulsory acquisition.
Perhaps more importantly, little has been done to
address the perceived mismatch in power between
land owners who are new to the system and the AAs
operating it. For example, the enhanced advance
payment provisions seem something of a consolation
prize against the potential diminution in compensation
payable following inclusion of infrastructure projects in
the “scheme”.
As a result, it is likely that the CPO system will continue
to be viewed with suspicion by those outside it and with
frustration by those on the inside.
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